We measured functional input from short-wavelength selective (S) cones to neurons in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and striate cortex (area V1) in anaesthetized marmosets. We found that most magnocellular (MC) and parvocellular (PC) cells receive very little (<5%) functional input from S cones, whereas blue-on cells of the koniocellular (KC) pathway receive dominant input from S cones. Cells dominated by S cone input were not encountered in V1, but V1 cells received more S cone input than PC or MC cells. This suggests that S cone inputs are distributed broadly among neurons in V1. No differences in strength of S cone inputs were seen on comparing dichromatic and trichromatic marmosets, suggesting that the addition of a medium-long wavelength selective cone-opponent (''red-green") channel to a dichromatic visual system does not detectably affect the chromatic properties of the S cone pathways.
Introduction
This study concerns the retino-geniculo-cortical pathways serving colour vision. In diurnal primates, the photopigment in the short-wavelength-sensitive (S) cones has a peak spectral sensitivity well separated (by $100 nm) from those of the photopigments in the long-wavelength-sensitive (L) and the mediumwavelength-sensitive (M) cones (Jacobs, 1998; Nathans, 1999) . The S cones are sparsely distributed within the retina and constitute only 5-10% of the cone mosaic (DeMonasterio, Schein, & McCrane, 1981; Martin & Grünert, 1999; Wikler & Rakic, 1990) . Whereas the L-and M-cones have access to a variety of postreceptoral pathways, the S cone signals are thought to be largely confined to S cone-opponent pathways (Chichilnisky & Baylor, 1999; Dacey & Lee, 1994; Dacey, Lee, Stafford, Pokorny, & Smith, 1996; Field et al., 2007; Ghosh, Martin, & Grünert, 1997; Klug, Herr, Ngo, Sterling, & Schein, 2003; Kolb, Goede, Roberts, McDermott, & Gouras, 1997; Lee & Grünert, 2007; Sun, Smithson, Zaidi, & Lee, 2006a) .
In contrast to the clear evidence indicating functional isolation of S cone signals in the retina, the organization of S cone signals in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is not clearly understood. The presence of a subset of neurons (''blue-on") in macaque receiving strong S cone input is well-established (Derrington, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1984; Dreher, Fukada, & Rodieck, 1976; Lee, Valberg, Tigwell, & Tryti, 1987; Wiesel & Hubel, 1966) and in marmoset these cells are segregated to the koniocellular (KC) division of the LGN (Martin, White, Goodchild, Wilder, & Sefton, 1997; Szmajda, Buzás, FitzGibbon, & Martin, 2006) . There is however controversy whether magnocellular (MC) and parvocellular (PC) cells in the LGN receive functional S cone input above or below the 5-10% expected on the basis of random connections to S cones (Chatterjee & Callaway, 2002; Derrington et al., 1984; Solomon & Lennie, 2005; Sun et al., 2006a) . This raises the possibility that there is ''cross-talk" of S cone signals to PC and MC cells at the level of the LGN.
It has been reported that in macaque monkeys a specific set of cells in primary visual cortex (cytoarchitectonic area 17, striate cortex, area V1) receives strong functional S cone input (Cottaris & DeValois, 1998) . Others (Johnson, Hawken, & Shapley, 2004; Lennie, Krauskopf, & Sclar, 1990; Solomon & Lennie, 2005) however reported more widespread and weak (relative S cone weight < 10%) inputs to V1 neurons. Furthermore, even in the small subpopulation of macaque V1 neurons which receive substantial (relative weight >10%) S cone input, the S cone inputs are never predominant (Johnson et al., 2004) . In macaque V1, anatomical evidence shows that S cone afferents terminate selectively in layer 4A and supragranular ''blob" regions (Chatterjee & Callaway, 2002) , but whether this anatomical anisotropy is accompanied by functional isolation of S cone inputs is not clear. Fourteen common marmosets (C. jacchus) weighing 286-430 g were obtained from the breeding facility of Monash University, Victoria. Four of the females were identified by polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism as trichromats while the remaining three females were identified as dichromats (Blessing et al., 2004) . Male marmosets are obligate dichromats (Mollon, Bowmaker, & Jacobs, 1984; Tovée et al., 1992; Travis, Bowmaker, & Mollon, 1988; Williams, Hunt, Bowmaker, & Mollon, 1992) . Procedures conformed to the provisions of the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council code of practice for the care and use of animals and were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Sydney.
Each animal was initially sedated with a gaseous mixture of 70/25/5% N 2 O/O 2 /CO 2 and 1.5-2% isoflurane (Forthane, Abbott, Sydney) then anaesthetised with an intramuscular injection of 0.1 ml (100 mg/ml) of ketamine hydrochloride (Ketalar, Parke Davis, Sydney). The trachea was cannulated and the animal was artificially ventilated with a gaseous mixture of 70/25/5% N 2 O/O 2 /CO 2 . Neuromuscular blockade was induced with single 65 lg intravenous injection (via a catheter inserted in the femoral vein) of alcuronium chloride (Alloferin, Roche, Sydney) and maintained by continuous infusion at a rate of 40 lg/kg/h. Anaesthesia was maintained with a continuous intravenous infusion of sufentanil citrate (Sufenta-Forte, Janssen-Cilag, Beerse, Belgium; 4-8 lg/kg/h) in Ringer solution (Baxter, Sydney, Australia). To reduce the probability of brain oedema, dexamethasone (Decadron, Merke, Sharpe & Dohme, Sydney Australia; 0.05 mg/kg/h) was added to the intravenous infusion. Temperature was continuously monitored by a rectal thermometer and kept near 37.8 deg by a servo-controlled heating blanket. The end-tidal CO 2 was maintained near 4% by adjusting the rate or stroke volume of the pulmonary pump. Penicillin (Aquacaine, CSL Australia; 0.3 ml of solution containing 150 mg/ml) and corticosteroids (Decadron, Merke, Sharpe & Dohme, Sydney Australia, 1.2/ml of solution containing 5 mg/ml) were administered intramuscularly daily. The electroencephalogram (EEG) signal was subjected to Fourier analysis. Dominance of low frequencies (1-5 Hz) in the EEG recording, and absence of EEG changes under intermittent noxious stimulus (tail-pinch) were taken as the chief sign of an adequate level of anaesthesia. Heart rate (monitored by the electrocardiogram signal) was likewise unaffected by this noxious stimulus. We found that low anaesthetic dose rates in the range cited above were always very effective during the first 24 h of recording; thereafter if drifts towards higher frequencies in the EEG record became evident, they were counteracted by increasing the rate of venous infusion. The typical duration of a recording session was 48-72 h. At the termination of the recording session the animal was killed by intravenous delivery of an overdose of pentobarbitone sodium (80-150 mg kg À1 ).
Single neuron recordings
The corneas were protected using oxygen permeable contact lenses. The positions of the optic disks and foveae were mapped on a tangent screen positioned 114 cm in front of the animal using a fundus camera equipped with a rear-projection device. Action potentials arising from the visually responsive cells were monitored and window discriminated to trigger standard TTL pulses that were fed into a computer. The pulse counts were accumulated in arrays of bins with a time accuracy of 0.1 ms and indexed by the phase of the stimulus. The amplitude and phase of the response were obtained by fast Fourier transform extracting the stimulus temporal frequency component from the data array.
Visual stimuli
The receptive field was first marked on a tangent screen located 114 cm in front of the animal using hand-held stimuli. A gimballed mirror was then placed between the eye and the receptive field location and adjusted so as to centre the receptive field on a colour monitor (Barco Display systems, Kortrijk, Belgium; frame refresh rate of 80 Hz). Visual stimuli were generated using a VSG Series Three stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK). For each eye, appropriate supplementary lenses were selected by maximizing the response of the first encountered neurons to an achromatic high spatial frequency grating.
Consistent with previous data, from the excitatory point of view virtually all LGN neurons in primates appear to be monocular (Rodieck & Dreher, 1979) . By contrast, a high proportion of neurons in striate cortices of primates could be activated through either eye. In the case of V1 cells, only the receptive field of the dominant eye was tested quantitatively. The contrast-response relationship, optimal orientation, optimal spatial and temporal frequencies, and optimal aperture size were determined using achromatic and/or S cone selective sine-wave gratings with a mean luminance close to 35 cd/m 2 . For each cell an aperture diameter which was slightly above the optimal, and which also was an integer multiple of the spatial period which evoked the greatest number of spikes was used. In the case of LGN neurons such apertures included both centre and antagonistic surround components of the classical receptive field . The contrast sensitivity of some neurons was also tested using S cone selective gratings, which modulated from (CIE[x, y, Y]) [0.3205, 0.2719, 32] to [0.4019, 0.4547, 32] . This stimulus yielded $65% modulation of the S cones and less than 5% modulation in the medium-long wavelength sensitive (ML) cones.
Cortical cells were initially assigned to simple class if there were spatially distinct ON and OFF discharge subregion in the receptive field (as assessed by hand-held stimuli) or as complex if the ON and OFF discharge regions overlapped (Gilbert, 1977; Henry, 1977; Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) . We also measured the fundamental (F 0 or DC) and first (F 1 ) harmonics by Fourier analysis of the response to optimally oriented drifting achromatic sinusoidal gratings. Such gratings strongly modulate firing rates of simple cells. The F 1 :F 0 response ratio for simple cells is greater than 1 (Skottun et al., 1991) . Complex cells respond to the same stimulus with an unmodulated or weakly modulated elevation in discharge rate (F 1 :F 0 ratio <1). For simple cells the F 1 component was used as the measure of response amplitude while for complex cells the F 0 in the presence of the grating stimulus minus F 0 in the absence of spatial contrast (i.e. a uniform screen at the mean luminance) was used. The F 1 :F 0 ratio test was used as the definitive test for identification of simple and complex cells. There was very good agreement between the identification of simple and complex cells based on receptive field organization revealed by handheld stimuli or grating stimuli (Bardy, Huang, Wang, FitzGibbon, & Dreher, 2006; Skottun et al., 1991) .
To characterize cone inputs to LGN and cortical cells, we measured responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings varying in 82 or 62 different chromaticity (CIE x, y) and/ or luminance (CIE Y) directions about a constant adapting point (CIE D65). The direction of each grating in chromaticity and luminance was represented as a vector (Fig. 1A) . Each vector was presented twice, for 4-7 s with a blank 500 ms interval between each presentation. The second presentation was identical to the first but had the opposite spatial phase. For computational convenience the azimuth was assigned to be negative for this ''hemisphere" of the stimulus space. Mean luminance was close to 25 cd m
À2
. We refer to this stimulus set as the ''CIE-set". The reader should note that the CIE-set is not designed to probe special directions in the contrast space defined by marmoset cone mechanisms. The goal here is rather to sample a large number of directions in luminance-chromaticity space so that cell behaviour can be compared with predictions based on cone mechanisms in different spectral phenotypes of marmosets.
The response amplitude and phase for each marmoset cone type for each stimulus vector was calculated by the dot product of the CIE[x, y, Y] coordinates of each stimulus with cone spectral sensitivity functions, via the Judd-Voss modified CIE-1931 colour matching function (Baylor, Nunn, & Schnapf, 1987; Blessing et al., 2004; Brainard, 1996) . Peak spectral sensitivities at 423, 543, 556, and 563 nm were used (Blessing et al., 2004; Tovée et al., 1992; Travis et al., 1988; Williams et al., 1992) . Lens absorbance was taken into account using published measurements (Tovée et al., 1992) . Because most receptive fields were recorded above 2 deg eccentricity, no correction for macular pigment absorbance was made. This process yielded ''customised" conversion matrices, by which human-based colour coordinates are re-specified as contrast in marmoset cone mechanisms.
Chromatic response characterization
Fig . 1B shows the cone contrasts of the four different marmoset cone mechanisms for modulation along the CIE isoluminant plane. As a result of deviation of marmoset spectral sensitivity from the human cone fundamentals, the cone-azimuth of zero contrasts for the LM-cones are not at the same cone-azimuth as the maximal S cone contrast. However, as it can be seen in Fig. 1B , the maximal S cone contrast direction is equal to the intersection azimuth of the three LM-cone phenotypes. The residual excitation is $4% for the three LM cone phenotypes.
Functional weight of cone inputs
The relative weight of cone inputs to each neuron was estimated by fitting responses to the form
where R is response amplitude, K is a scaling factor, C 1 and C 2 are cone responses calculated as described above, and w is a weighting factor (Smith, Lee, Pokorny, Martin, & Valberg, 1992; Szmajda et al., 2006) . The parameter C 1 was assigned to the response of the S cone. For cells recorded in dichromatic animals, the parameter C 2 was set to the response of the single ML class cone type. For cells recorded in trichromatic animals, the parameter C 2 was set to be an equal-weighted combination of the two ML cone types. Response amplitude and phase was fit in the complex plane using Euler's equation R ¼ a Á e i/ , where R is the complex-valued response vector, a is response amplitude, e is the natural exponent, i is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi À1 p , and / is response phase. The model was fit to cell responses using constrained Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation (Matlab function constr, Matlab V5, MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), with free parameters K, w, and an additional phase delay term to account for response latency relative to stimulus onset. The latency between centre and surround mechanisms ($5 ms) represents a phase delay of less than 10 deg at the stimulus frequency we used (normally 4 Hz), and was omitted from our calculations.
In order to distinguish in-phase (''non-opponent") from out-of-phase (''opponent") combination of cone inputs, responses were fit twice, with the relative phase of cone inputs constrained to be either zero (non-opponent) or 180 deg (opponent). The fit that returned the lowest amplitude and phase mean square error (MSE) was accepted. In order to reduce non-linear effects such as response saturation we adjusted the maximum stimulus contrast in the CIE luminance [Y] direction to lie in a non-saturating part of the cell's contrast-response function. Parvocellular cells that showed pronounced red-green opponent responses (Blessing et al., 2004; Victor et al., 2007) were excluded from the analysis.
Histological procedures
Reconstruction of electrode tracks was assisted by one or two small electrolytic lesions (3-6 lA for 5-10 s, electrode tip negative) made at the end of most penetrations. Procedures for transcardial perfusion and track reconstruction in the LGN are described in detail elsewhere White, Solomon, & Martin, 2001) , and the same procedure was applied for reconstruction of cortical electrode penetrations. Briefly, the depth reading on the micromanipulater and laminar location of labelled cells was correlated with the positions of the electrolytic lesions in 30-60 lm coronal sections counterstained with Cresyl Violet (for Nissl substance).
Results

Classification and laminar location of cells in the LGN
The LGN dataset comprises 44 parvocellular (PC) cells, 22 magnocellular (MC) cells, 32 blue-on cells, and 49 cells from primary striate cortex (V1, area 17). Cells were classified functionally during the recording session by their encounter position on the recording track as well as their characteristic contrast sensitivity, receptive field size, and movement sensitivity for hand-held and/ or drifting grating stimuli as described in our previously published studies (Blessing et al., 2004; Solomon et al., 2002; Victor et al., 2007; White et al., 2001 ). The functional classification was confirmed by histological reconstruction in 10/22 MC cells (45%), 21/44 PC cells (47%), and 23/32 blue-on cells (72%). The great majority of reconstructed blue-on cells (20/23) was located in koniocellular layer K3 between the internal PC layer and the internal MC layer. Two blue-on cells were located in the main PC layers and one in koniocellular layer K4 between the internal and external PC layers. There was no clear difference in receptive field properties between these blue-on cells and the blue-on cells in K3 so the results were pooled. In the same way, two of the functionally classified PC cells when reconstructed were located in layer K3. With this exception we do not consider here the properties of other ''non-blue" cells encountered in the KC layers. Nevertheless, we keep the functional term ''blue-on" to emphasise the facts that many cells in K3 do not receive S cone input White et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2001) , and that the properties of cells in other koniocellular layers remain largely unknown. Fig. 2A show the response profiles of a magnocellular (MC) cell to the CIE-set. The cell was recorded from a male marmoset genotyped as a 556 nm dichromat. The origin of each quiver arrow represents the starting coordinate of the stimulus vector. The length and angle of the arrow represent the magnitude and phase of response of the cell. The cell is unresponsive at low elevations, and response amplitude increases with increasing elevation at any azimuth. This is consistent with the fact that the 556 nm cone null plane is close to zero elevation (see Fig. 1B ), and implies that only the 556 nm cone provides functional input to the cell under these stimulus conditions. As indicated in the inset, combined luminance and chromaticity modulation was achieved by 'tilting' the modulation direction out of the isoluminant plane. (B) Marmoset cone contrasts generated by modulation on the isoluminant plane. Here, the azimuth coordinate is aligned with the predicted cone contrast. Modulation along the axis 0-180 deg gives minimum S cone modulation while modulation along the axis 90-270 deg gives maximum S cone modulation. Modified from Blessing et al., 2004. 556 nm cone input. Some sense of the response stability can be gained by comparing the ''paired" response vectors at opposite ends of a given stimulus vector: the vectors have similar amplitude and approximately opposite temporal phase. Fig. 2C . The 180 deg change in response phase between 30 deg and À60 deg indicates that the phase of response was dependent on the phase of the luminance signal. Fig. 2D shows the contrast response profiles of this MC cell to achromatic and S cone isolating stimuli. As expected, achromatic stimuli produced a strong response. On the other hand, the response to S cone isolating stimuli was very small and even at maximum S cone contrast, the response was weaker than the response to achromatic gratings of 2.5% contrast.
MC cells
PC cells
Fig. 2E-H shows the response profile of a typical PC cell, in the same format as Fig. 2A-D . This cell was recorded from a male marmoset genotyped as a 563 nm dichromat. Similar to the MC cell, the PC cell responded best to high elevations and had a null plane close to zero. Also in agreement with the genotyping the model best fitted a null plane with a 563 nm cone profile (smooth curves in Fig. 2E ). The change in response phase between 30 deg and À60 deg indicates that the phase of response was dependent on the phase of the luminance signal of the stimulus. Fig. 2H shows the contrast response profile of the same cell to achromatic and S cone isolating gratings. The magnitude of responses to achromatic gratings increased approximately linearly with contrast. The S cone isolating stimulus did not evoke any response. 
Blue-on cells
Fig . 3A shows the response profile of a blue-on cell, in the same format as Fig. 2A-D . The cell was recorded from a female marmoset genotyped as a 543 nm/563 nm trichromat. Unlike the MC and PC cells (see above), the maximal response was produced by a stimulus close to zero elevation at the S cone azimuth (±90 deg). Consistently, the vector summation model returned a best fit with S cones opposed to an equally weighted sum of 543 nm and 563 nm cones. Fig. 3B and C show response amplitude and phase at À60 deg, 0 deg, and 30 deg elevations. The vector model (smooth curves) provides a good account of cell behaviour. Contrast response profiles of this cell are shown in Fig. 3D . Unlike the MC and PC cells (see above), the cell responded optimally to stimuli activating selectively the S cones. The responses of the cell increased approximately linearly with contrast for both colour directions but achromatic stimuli produced lower response amplitudes at all stimulus contrasts above 10%.
Weight of S cone inputs to LGN neurons
The foregoing examples and our previous analysis (Blessing et al., 2004) show that a simple linear model can be applied to predict response amplitude and phase of cell responses in marmoset LGN within a chromatic and luminance-varying stimulus space (the CIE sphere), and that the model is applicable across the various colour vision phenotypes expressed by marmosets. For the sake of simplicity in following we have therefore pooled data from different phenotypes except where specific comparisons (for example between dichromats and trichromats) are made.
The histogram in Fig. 4 shows the relative weight of S cone inputs to MC, PC and blue-on LGN cells as derived by the vector summation model Eq. (2) for optimal spatial frequency gratings. Negative values represent out-of-phase (''opponent") combination of S with ML cones; positive values represent in-phase (''additive") combination.
The inset graph in Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of the vector model for an example blue-on cell. Here, the scale factor K and the phase delay term were set to their optimum values Eq. (2), then the S cone weight was systematically varied and the amplitude and phase MSE were recalculated. It can be seen that the amplitude MSE function has a clear minimum, whereas the phase MSE function is relatively shallow, and that variation in S cone weight of 10% yields approximately double the minimum amplitude MSE. The relative weight of amplitude and phase error was normally adjusted so that one impulse/s was equivalent to 5-10 deg phase error. This gave reliable convergence for the great majority of neurons. However, the fit for cells with very low and very high S cone weights was not well-constrained because these values are boundary conditions for the fitting procedure (see Section 2.5). For this reason we express below our summary statistics in 5% bands.
At optimal spatial frequency the mean weight of S cone input to MC cells is less than 5% (mean À3.1%, SD = 2.9, n = 22). The substantial majority of our MC cells (15/22; 68.0%) did not receive any detectible S cone input and the maximum contribution of S cone input to a single MC cell was 9%. The mean weight of the S cone inputs to our population of PC cells (À4.2%, SD = 4.7, n = 42) was slightly greater than for MC cells. Nevertheless, in the majority of PC cells (33/42; 76.5%) the absolute weight of S cone input (regardless of response sign) was below 5%, and only one PC cell showed signs of strong (18%) S cone input. The mean S cone weight for blue-on cells (À51.5%, SD = 53, n = 30) was greater than the S cone weights to MC or PC cells (p < .001; Mann-Whitney U-test), and the weakest S cones input to blue-on cells (22%) was still greater than the strongest input to PC or MC cells. Three blue-on cells were best fitted by additive combination of S and ML cones; in other respects the response properties of these cells were not different from other blue-on cells. These three cells are not included in the statistical comparison given in the following paragraph.
The mean S cone weight to blue-on cells in trichromatic marmosets (À0.77, SD = 0.20, n = 11) was close to the mean in dichromats (À0.66, SD = 0.20, n = 15, p = .16, Wilcoxon unpaired rank-sum test). The parallel comparison for PC cells gives a parallel conclusion (mean for dichromats À0.04, SD = 0.06, n = 34; mean for trichromats (À0.04, SD = 0.06, n = 8, p = .97). Only one MC cell was recorded from the trichromatic marmosets we sampled. This indicates that the addition of an ML cone-opponent channel to a dichromatic visual system does not greatly influence the organization of S cone inputs to LGN relay cells. Further, these data give quantitative support to the results of Silveira et al. (1999) who showed similar organization of S cone inputs to ganglion cells in dichromatic and trichromatic Cebus monkeys. Cone-azimuth (deg) Fig. 3 . Typical response profile of a blue-on cell to the CIE-set at optimal spatial frequency. The cell was activated through the ipsilateral eye. Receptive field eccentricity 2.5 deg. The format is the same as for Fig. 2 . Note that unlike the PC and MC cells, this cell shows clear responses to S cone isolating stimuli and at virtually all contrasts these responses are stronger than those to achromatic stimuli.
Influence of stimulus spatial frequency on S cone weights in LGN cells
Fig . 5A shows weight of S cone inputs to MC, PC and blue-on cells tested with the CIE-set under both low spatial frequency (<0.02 cycles per degree, CPD) and optimal spatial frequency. Cells best modelled with an antagonistic relationship between the S cone and their LM cone inputs (see Eq. 1) are represented by negative values while fits which returned lower with S cone and LM cone inputs were additive are represented by positive values. The MC and PC cells show negligible S cone input at low or optimum spatial frequency (inset in Fig. 7A ). By contrast, for the great majority (19/23; 82.5%) of blue-on cells the relative weight of their S cone inputs is greater at optimum spatial frequency. The majority of blue-on cells (20/23; 87%) were best modelled by antagonistic (out-of-phase) S and ML cone inputs. These cells are located on the left hand side of the graph. A smaller number of blue-on cells (3/23; 13%) showed a change from opponent to non-opponent combination of cone inputs at optimum spatial frequency; these cells are located on the right hand side of the graph.
Frequency-dependent increases in S cone weight imply antagonistic spatial structure in the S cone receptive field. Spatial frequency tuning curves for S cone isolating stimuli supported this conclusion; examples are shown in Fig. 5B and C. For the cell shown in Fig. 5B , responses show a strong band-pass profile, suggesting that the S cones contribute to centre and surround mechanisms. By contrast, the cell shown in Fig. 5C displays more low-pass spatial frequency tuning for S cone isolating gratings. We saw a variety of intermediate forms of spatial tuning for both achromatic and S cone isolating stimuli (data not shown), but we did not make a systematic analysis of receptive field dimensions in the present study. Nevertheless the population data (Fig. 5A ) does suggest that in the same way as for red-green opponent cells, blue-on cells in the LGN show a continuum between canonical spatial antagonistic (''Type 1" cells of Wiesel & Hubel, 1966; cf. also Dreher et al., 1976 ) and non-antagonistic (''Type 2") receptive field properties.
Contribution of S cone inputs to cells in striate cortex (V1, area 17)
Fig . 6A shows the distributions of S cone weights in our sample of V1 cells. It is apparent that the S cone input to V1 cells (regardless of the phase of the S cone) is weak (mean 8%, SD = 6, n = 49) and more variable than inputs to MC and PC cells in the LGN. Less than 20% of V1 cells (9/49) received S cone input of over 15%, and in-phase and out-of-phase S cone inputs were about equally common. The S cone input to complex cells (mean 10%, SD = 6, n = 20) was slightly greater than the input to simple cells (6%, SD = 5, n = 29, p < .05 Mann-Whitney U-test; two-tailed criterion).
The axons of the koniocellular relay cells terminate in the blobs in layers 2 and 3 of the striate cortex (reviewed by Casagrande, 1994; Hendry & Reid, 2000) , and blue-on and blue-off responses in afferent fibers are likewise most commonly recorded above layer 4 (Chatterjee & Callaway, 2003) . We therefore asked if the weight of the S cone inputs is correlated with the laminar location of the cortical receptive fields. The result (Fig. 6B) showed no clear trend for greater S cone weight in cells recorded in supragranular layers, suggesting that S cone input is diffusely and weakly distributed among neurons in V1. This conclusion is however limited by the facts that the laminar location of about a quarter of the sample (12/49; 24%) was uncertain because no histology was performed on these experiments, and that less than a fifth of cells in our sample (7/37; 19%), was recorded from the supragranular layers. Thus we cannot rule out the possibility that there exists a specific population of ''strong S cone input" neurons that have a restricted laminar location, but were missed by our relatively small sample.
Comparison of S cone inputs to LGN and striate cortex neurons
In the marmoset retina the S cones are distributed irregularly and form 5-10% of all cones (Martin & Grünert, 1999) . This proportion is comparable with that in the Old-World primates such as macaques or humans (Curcio et al., 1991; DeMonasterio et al., 1981) . However, in marmosets the peak S cone density is at the foveola (Martin & Grünert, 1999) whereas S cones are reduced or absent in the fovea of macaques and humans (DeMonasterio et al., 1981; Wikler & Rakic, 1990) . Consistently, in the marmoset's LGN we recorded a few blue-on cells in the LGN with foveal receptive fields. Fig. 7 compares the S cone weight in LGN and cortical receptive fields as a function of receptive field eccentricity. Consistent with the large central expansion of the foveal representation, the majority of receptive fields are located in the central 10 deg. Within this range it can be seen that the S cone inputs to V1 cells are stronger than inputs to MC and PC cells, but weaker than inputs to blue-on cells. For the V1 cells our data is limited to 9 deg of visual eccentricity and within this range there was no correlation between the strength of S cone input and eccentricity of cells' receptive field positions (correlation coefficient = À0.067, R 2 = 0.005). LGN cell responses to optimal spatial frequency gratings. The S cone weights were derived using the model described in the text.
Negative values indicate out-of-phase (opponent) cone contribution. The inset shows the amplitude and phase mean squared error (MSE) of the model for an example blueon cell. This cell is marked with an arrow. Note that the S cone input to blue-on cells is always stronger than the input to PC and MC cells, and the distribution of S cone weights to PC and MC cells is centred close to zero. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The macular pigment can reduce by absorption the quantum efficiency in the 420-500 nm band. This effect could in principle reduce the apparent weight of the S cone inputs to receptive fields in the central-most $2 deg (DeMonasterio, 1978; Snodderly, Auran, & Delori, 1984) . Although we did not correct for the absorption of short-wavelengths light by macular photopigment, there was no obvious reduction in S cone weight in the receptive fields we encountered within 2 deg of the fovea.
Finally, we compared the measured S cone weights to LGN and V1 cells with a simple prediction based on random cone connections (Fig. 8) . This analysis is a simplified (non-spatially localised) version of the model described by Sun, Smithson, Zaidi, and Lee (2006b) . We used published data on marmoset cone density (Martin & Grünert, 1999) to estimate the proportion of S cones at the receptive field eccentricity of each cell then compared this value with the measured S cone weights shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8A shows the estimated density of S cones and ML cones in the temporal, ventral and dorsal quadrants of marmoset retina, expressed as three-stage exponential equations of the form:
where Y is cells/mm 2 , x is eccentricity in degrees, and C 1-3 and k 1-3 are constants (Martin & Grünert, 1999) . The proportion of S cones (ratio of the S and ML curves) is shown in Fig. 8B . These values yield the predicted S cone weight based on random connectivity as a function of eccentricity. Panels C-F compare measured with predicted S cone weight for the LGN and V1 populations. For the PC and MC populations the measured S cone weight is below the predicted S cone weight (p < .02, Wilcoxon paired rank test), whereas for the blue-on population the measured S cone weight is greater than predicted by random cone connections (p < .02). The measured S cone weight is only slightly greater than predicted for the V1 population (p = .07), consistent with the greater variance in S cone weight in the V1 population. This simple analysis suggests that Wiesel & Hubel, 1966) . (C) This blue-on cell shows much less low-frequency attenuation for the same stimulus (''Type II" characteristic, Wiesel & Hubel, 1966) . Smooth curves in B and C show difference-ofGaussian model fits Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966) .
biases against S cone connections by MC pathway and PC pathway ganglion cells in retina (Sun et al., 2006b ) are preserved in the receptive fields of geniculo-cortical relay cells of the MC and PC pathways. Further this supports the conclusion that the S cone inputs to V1 cells are less well-segregated than in the cortical afferent streams.
Discussion
Our main findings are as follows. Firstly, the great majority of magnocellular (MC) or parvocellular (PC) LGN cells in marmoset LGN receive less than 5% functional input from S cones, that is, below that expected from random sampling of S cones. Secondly, the S cones normally form the dominant functional input to blue-on LGN cells. Finally, we found the majority of V1 cells receive functional input from S cones that is stronger than inputs to PC and MC cells, but weaker than S cone inputs to blue-on cells. All these conclusions applied equally to receptive fields of cells recorded from dichromatic and trichromatic marmosets, suggesting that expression of both M and L cone (''red-green") opponent circuitry is not accompanied by functional rearrangement of S cone circuits. In the following we consider these results in the context of previous data on the organization of color pathways in primates.
Functional inputs from S cones to PC and MC neurons
Consistent with single neuron recordings from MC-pathway ganglion and LGN cells (Dacey & Lee, 1994; Field et al., 2007; Kaiser, Lee, Martin, & Valberg, 1990; Lee, Martin, & Valberg, 1988; Reid & Shapley, 2002; Solomon, Lee, White, Rüttiger, & Martin, 2005; Solomon & Lennie, 2005; Sun et al., 2006a Sun et al., , 2006b ; but see also Chatterjee & Callaway, 2002) , the relative weight of S cone input to nearly all MC cells in the LGN of marmosets is less than 5%, that is, below the functional weight expected from random sampling of S cones in the receptive field. Our finding is also consistent with anatomical evidence from marmoset retina that bipolar cells providing input to MC-pathway ganglion cells are biased against connections with S cones (Lee & Grünert, 2007) . Our data thus support Sun et al.'s (2006b) suggestion that the putative S cone input to MC cells in macaque reported by Chatterjee and Callaway (2002) resulted from residual ML cone contrast in their stimulus (''bleedthrough") rather than genuine S cone input. Anatomical and functional evidence indicates that in macaque and marmosets the receptive field centres of foveal midget ganglion cells, that is, morphological counterparts of PC retinal ganglion cells, receive only negligible S cone inputs (Derrington et al., 1984; Kolb et al., 1997; Lee, Telkes, & Grünert, 2005; Lee et al., 1987; Sun et al., 2006a; Yeh, Lee, & Kremers, 1995) . Klug et al. (2003) described off-type connections of S cones to midget bipolar cells in the fovea of macaques, but such connections do not appear to be present in marmoset retina . Inputs to the receptive field centres of peripherally located PC ganglion cells are less well-studied but the majority of data obtained so far are likewise consistent with bias against S cone inputs (Buzá-s, Blessing, Szmajda, & Martin, 2006; Kolb et al., 1997; . We did not find a systematic decrease in S cone weight to PC cells with increasing eccentricity, as would be expected if PC cells sample randomly from the cone mosaic (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). In summary, our data are consistent with a bias against S cone connections in PC cells. However, this conclusion is limited because our fitting routine could not reliably discriminate very small S cone weights (see Section 2). The method used by Sun et al. (2006a Sun et al. ( , 2006b ) is better suited to study this specific question, but so far this method has been limited to large-field uniform spatial modulation. Experiments which are intended to overcome this limitation are under way in our laboratory.
A small number of blue-on cells (3/23; 13%) showed non-antagonistic S cone and ML cone(s) inputs at optimal spatial frequency. These cells not only responded robustly to S cone isolating stimuli but the magnitude of their responses was always greater with achromatic stimuli at the same contrast and spatial frequency. The functional role of such cells remains a matter of speculation: as they did not clearly differ from other blue-on cells in spatial or temporal tuning it is possible that they simply form one end of continuum of relative weight of S and ML cone inputs.
S cone inputs to V1
In contrast to the LGN, we found no cells in V1 which receive strong (>25%) S cone inputs: in our sample the mean S cone input to V1 cells was $8%, and on average the weight of S cone input to complex cells was only slightly greater than that to simple cells. Consistently, Johnson et al. (2004) found fewer than 5% of V1 cells in macaque had S cone weight above 20%, and reported that most of the V1 cells showing S cone weight above 20% were complex cells. On the other hand, DeValois, Cottaris, Elfar, Mahon, and Wilson (2000) found relatively high average (20-30%) weight of S cone input to V1 cells in macaque, and the (relatively rare) cortical cells which show strong chromatic selectivity (Conway, 2001; Conway & Livingstone, 2006; Lennie et al., 1990; Solomon & Lennie, 2005; Wachtler, Sejnowski, & Albright, 2003) often do show strong S cone input.
There is anatomical evidence for termination of KC afferents in the striate cortex (Ding & Casagrande, 1998; Hendry & Yoshioka, 1994; Livingstone & Hubel, 1982; Solomon, 2002) , and physiological evidence for S cone driven afferent activity (Chatterjee & Callaway, 2003) in the supragranular cortical layers. Since our sample of cortical cells was small, and less than a fifth of cells were recorded from the supragranular layers, it is possible that in our electrode penetrations through the supragranular layers we have simply missed cells which receive substantial S cone inputs. The fact that our null result is inconsistent with findings from awake animals (Conway, 2001; Conway & Livingstone, 2006; Horwitz, Chichilnisky, & Albright, 2005; Wachtler et al., 2003) also raises the possibility that there is some anaesthetic-dependent change in the relative strength of S cone functional inputs to V1 neurons. In summary, our data do support a greater variability of S cone inputs to V1 neurons than is exhibited by PC or MC afferent pathways (Figs. 7 and 8 ), yet they are inconclusive regarding the existence of specific colour-extracting circuitry in V1.
4.3. Why are there distinct subcortical channels for S cone signals?
The separation of the peak spectral sensitivity of the S cones from that of the ML cones, and the sparse S cone mosaic, strongly suggest that the primary function of the blue-on pathway is to serve colour vision. A different state of affairs seems to apply to the parvocellular (PC) pathway. It is generally accepted that the PC pathway provides high-acuity spatial signals at high image contrasts, with red-green opponent properties appearing as an additional response dimension in trichromatic primates (reviewed by Dacey & Packer, 2003; Martin, 2004; Solomon & Lennie, 2007) . Under the assumption that PC signals serve the red-green axis of colour vision (for an alternative view see Calkins & Sterling, 1999; Rodieck, 1998) , these useful signals must be ''extracted" from a population of cells which are predominantly, but not exclusively, specialized to signal spatial contrast. These two afferent pathways may thus have distinct evolutionary origins (Mollon, 1989) but provide signals that ultimately are combined to yield the visual submodality of colour vision. In macaques (Benevento & Yoshida, 1981; Bullier & Kennedy, 1983; Fries, 1981; Lysakowski, Standage, & Benevento, 1988; Welller, Steele, & Kaas, 2002; Yukie & Iwai, 1981) and marmosets a proportion of KC cells (perhaps including blue-on cells) bypass V1 to target directly extrastriate areas such as V2/V3/V4 and MT. Neurons in MT and V3 have been demonstrated to receive functional input from S cones (Barberini, Cohen, Wandell, & Newsome, 2005; Gegenfurtner, Kiper, & Levitt, 1997; Riecansky, Thiele, Distler, & Hoffmann, 2005; Seidemann, Poirson, Wandell, & Newsome, 1999) but the functional weight of S cone input described in these studies is invariably less than the weight of M and L inputs (reviewed by Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 2003) . In summary, the most likely site of entry of S cone signals to cortical mechanisms for colour vision remains the S cone afferent input to the supragranular layers of V1 (Chatterjee & Callaway, 2003) , but the possibility remains that direct thalamo-extrastriate projections could carry S cone signals and play a role in colour processing.
